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US. Department of Commerce
The annual March income supplement of the Census Bureau's
Current Population Survey (CPS) is perhaps the single most
important source of information on a historical basis, as regards
the distribution of money income by size and by detailed
socioeconomic characteristics. Annual data have been published
since 1944, although in more limited form for the earlier years. It
is therefore important to understand what effect deficiencies and
biases in the CPS have on the various types of socioeconomic or
size distributions that are obtained from the Survey. In this paper,
we attempt to present some measure of the degree of reliability of
CPS distributions by comparing them with the recently completed
estimates of the distribution of total money income (TM!) and
family personal income (FPI) that we have prepared at the Bureau
of Economic Analysis (BEA)' of the Department of Commerce.
The deficiencies and biases in the CPS referred to above are
well-known and need only be mentioned here. Indeed, they tend
to becharacteristicofallfieldsurveys containing income
questions. Respondents make errors in filling out questionnaires or
1Asof January 1, 1972, the Office of Business Economics (OBE) was
redesignated the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) and is referred to by
the new name in this paper, even when the references are for earlier years.
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in answering enumerators' questions and sometimes fail, or refuse,
to answer the income questions at all, whichresults in relatively
high income nonresponse rates, at least compared with other
questions in the survey. For those who do respond, underreporting
of income is a serious problem, averaging perhaps 9 to 1 5 percent,
and much more for certain income types, such as interest and
dividends. In addition, the receipt of some income types, particu-
larly property income and certain transfers, is often not reported
at all. As a result, the distributions produce estimates of average
income which are too low and which fail to capture the precise
shape of the income distribution, particularly its upper and lower
tails 2
Inthe federal statistics program,3 there are, of course, sources
of information other than the CPS on income distribution. Some
of them, such as the Decennial Census and the Consumer
Expenditure Survey of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
suffer from response problems similar to those encountered in the
CPS, and in addition are available only once a decade. For a
number of reasons, administrative data, such as tax return data
tabulated by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in its Statistics of
Income, are usually unsuitable as size distributions themselves,
although they may form an important input into the estimation of
such distributions. An alternative series, available annually for
about the same period as the CPS, is the Survey of Consumer
Finances (SCF), sponsored and published by the Federal Reserve
Board until 1959 and by the Survey Research Center of the
University of Michigan since, although sample sizes for the Survey
have not typically been large enough to permit the kind of
detailed tabulations available from the CPS. Differences between
the SCF and the CPS will not be examined here.4
2SeeTables 6 (Steps 1 and 5) and 12 for the extent of underreporting by
income type for 1964.
For a more complete discussion, see T. Paul Schultz, The Distribution
of Personal Income, prepared for the Subcommittee on Economic Statistics
of the Joint Economic Committee, December 1964 (Washington, D.C.,
1965), Chapter 3.
'SeeSelma Goldsmith, "The Relation of Census Income Distribution
Statistics to Other Income Data," An Appraisal of the 1950 Census Income
Data, Studies in Income and Wealth, Volume 23 (Princeton: Princeton
University Press for NBER, 1958) pp. 83-91; see also in the same volume, M.
G. Sirken, E. Scott Maynes, and J. E. Frechling, "The Survey of Consumer
Finances and the Census Quality Check," pp. 127-68, for a study ofBEA and CPS Size Distributions451
TheBEA's old income distribution series was perhaps the
closest competitor of the CPS for the years for which it was
available—1944,1946,1947, andannuallyfrom1950 to
1 962—and a few words on the differences between the two series
may be in order. For one thing, the BEA series used family
personal income, derived from BEA's personal income estimates,
as the income concept, rather than the Census's total money
income. (The reconciliation between personal income, family
personal income, and total money income for 1964 presented in
Table I should give the reader some notion of the differences in
the underlying income concepts, although it is relevant to the new,
rather than the old, BEA concept of FPL) More important was the
difference in the underlying methodology. Rather than being
based on a field survey, the BEA methods might be described as
"synthetic": estimating the distribution from a wide variety of
sources, including—besides field surveys such as the CPS—tax
returns, other business and governmental administrative records,
and the income type aggregates as contained in the National
Income Accounts.
It would take us too far afield to give a full account of the old
BEA methodology.S Suffice it to say that the distributions for
nonfarm families, farm operator families, and unattached indi-
viduals were estimated separately, with the latter two based on
benchmark distributions estimated for 1947. The nonfarm family
distribution was estimated from individual tax returns by grouping
individual earners into family units on the basis of the IRS-Census
matching study for 1949. Non-taxable income types were then
added on the basis of information drawn from a number of dif-
ferent sources, and families not in the tax return distribution were
added on the basis of information drawn from field surveys, par-
ticularly the CPS. Reported incomes were then adjusted to agree
with the BEA control totals for each income type.
Two points should be noted. First, because of the estimating
differences between survey work conducted by the Bureau of the Census and
the Survey Research Center.
Summaries of the old BEA methodology may be found in Selma
Goldsmith, "Size Distribution of Personal Income," Survey of Current
Business,April1958, pp.14-19; and Schultz, Distribution of Personal
Income, pp. 49-56. For the methodology for earlier years, see Income
Distribution in the United States by Size, 1944-1950, a supplement to the



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7BEA and CPS Size Distributions453
method, the old BEA series could not be broken down by type of
income or by socioeconomic characteristics of the recipient units,
aside from the three component distributions of the series referred
to above (nonfarm families, farm operator families, and un-
attached individuals). The CPS still remained the only source of
distributions by detailed demographic or economic characteristic.
Second, largely because the BEA estimating procedure started
with tax return data, it was impossible to reconcile the estimates
with the CPS and to determine precisely the sources of the
differences between the two series.
Those differences were quite significant, particularly in the
bottom and top brackets of the corresponding distributions. In
1962, for example, the CPS showed over 5 million more families
andunrelatedindividuals below $2,000 than did the BEA
estimates; the number estimated by BEA to be above $15,000 was
about 2 million more than that shown by the CPS.6 These
discrepancies were the source of some professional discussion and
concern. Selma Goldsmith examined them in her paper at a
Conference on Income and Wealth over sixteen years ago, and
they were the subject of a report prepared by an interagency task
force for the Office of Statistical Standards of the Bureau of the
Budget in 1964 and of the study prepared by Paul Schultz in 1964
for the Joint Economic Committee.7
For the reason already mentioned, these studies were not overly
successful in pinpointing the sources of the discrepancies. Too
much emphasis, for example, appears to have been placed on
differences in the income concept (TM! versus FPI); indeed, the
task force report estimated that "nonmoney items account for a
little less than one-half of the gap between the OBE and the CPS
estimates of the number of families with income under $3,000.8
Herman Miller was perhaps the first to use methods similar to
those employed in this paper to analyze the differences for income
year For each consumer unit, he inflated separately each
6Schultz,Distribution of Personal Income; Helen H. Lamale, James D.
Smith, and Jeanette Fitzwilliams, "Family Income Distribution Statistics
Published by Federal Agencies," The American Statistician (February 1966):
18-23.
'Schultz,Distribution of Personal Income, pp. 58-68.
8Lamale,Smith,andFitzwihiams,"FamilyIncomeDistribution
Statistics," p. 21.
Herman Miller, Income Distribution in the United States, a 1960 Census
Monograph, (Washington, D.C., 1966), Appendix A, pp. 18-90. Miller's454Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
income type in the CPS by the ratio of the money income control
estimated from BEA data to the CPS aggregate, then summed the
inflated income types for each observation and retabulated by
size,to produce the distributions shown in column (2), as
compared with the original CPS distributions in column (1) of
Table 2. Imputed income types (wages, interest, rent, other) were
then allocated in proportion to the corresponding money income
types; for any given income type, the ratio of imputed plus money
income to money income alone was used to inflate the amount of
money income on each record, a blowup procedure identical to
that used for TM!. Miller's results for FPI are shown in column
(3), and can be compared with BEA's distribution for 1959 in
column (4).
The results are interesting indeed. Miller's CPS blown up to FPI
has only 5 percent more consumer units below $2,000 than BEA,
and 5 percent fewer units below $4,000! Above $10,000, the
number of units exceeds BEA's by 12 percent. Furthermore,
nearly all of the change can be accounted for by the under-
reporting of money income; the effect on the frequencies in each
income bracket of going from the control amount of TMI to FPI is
small indeed. This latter finding, incidentally, is consistent with
our results for the new BEA series: in going from the original CPS
distribution to BEA's distribution of FPI for 1964, only 14
percent of the change in the number of consumer units below
$3,250, for example, is accounted for by allocating inputed
income and deducting personal contributions for social insurance.
The effect of the difference in the income concept on the two size
distributions would appear to be minimal.
Some caution, however, should be exercised in interpreting
Miller's results. The methods used in adjusting the CPS were
relatively crude, and it is often difficult to follow particular steps
from the description he gives. For example, Miller's adjusted CPS
distribution reflects income inexcess of the controls;as a
consequence, he has too many high-income units and too few
low-income ones. Social Security contributions of employees and
imputed rent on owner-occupied dwellings were assignedin
proportion to wages and salaries; it is difficult to believe that the
distributional effects of these two types fully offset each other.





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I456Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
(Miller's blowup factor for wage income was 1 .0003.) Further, the
aggregative character of the income size brackets makes it difficult
to determine what is happening at the extremes of the distribu-
tion, especially the upper tail. Finally, none of the discussion—a
point true of the other authors as well—ran in terms of its effect
on the relative distribution (in terms of the Lorenz curve).
The old BEA series was finally discontinued following publica-
tion of preliminary estimates for 1963, primarily because the
benchmark studies on which it was based had become obsolete. It
was simply not possible within the confines of the old method-
ology to take account of new data sources, particularly those
becoming available on computer tape, and new estimating tech-
niques, especially those involving the computer. When the old
methodology was developed, the computer revolution had barely
begun, and computer cards and tapes were not available outside of
the agencies creating them. Therefore, the old methodology relied
heavily on published tabulations and cross tabulations, necessi-
tating interpolation within class intervals as items of income were
added or deducted.
Consequently, in developing new methods for estimating the
BEA series, we had several goals:(1) to use microdata files
(computer tape files containing information for individual income
recipient units or "records") rather than published tabulations by
income size;(2)to preserve the demographic and economic
information associated with the individual record so that the new
series would be available by a variety of socioeconomic charac-
teristics; (3) to permit a reconciliation with the CPS by starting
with the CPS, rather than tax returns, as a base. This last objective
necessitated the use of the same recipient unit base: families and
unrelated individuals as of the date of the Current Population
Survey (inthis case, March 1965), rather than the "average"
number (and their "average" composition) during the preceding
calendar year, as obtains for recipient units in BLS's Consumer
ExpenditureSurvey.Datathat would permit such "recon-
struction" of family units as they were constituted during the
period for which income is measured are simply not available.
Work on the estimates for 1964 has now been completed.
Presented here are these results and a comparison of them with the
original March 1965 CPS. The next section gives a condensed
version of the various steps in the estimation process and the
effect of each step on the size distribution of consumer units, asBEA and CPS Size Distributions457
compared with earlier steps and with the original CPS. (Tables
showing the distributions separately for families and unrelated
individuals at each stage in the estimation process may be found in
Appendix A.) Following this, we examine the differences between
the CPS and the BEA series by socioeconomic characteristic and
the sources of the differences, and show the effect of substituting
BEA income estimates for those in the CPS on the composition of
the poor.
ESTIMATION OF THE BEA SIZE DISTRIBUTION FOR 1964
In a broad sense, the new estimating procedure can be viewed as
using the CPS as a base, then correcting the CPS income types, and
adding income types not included in the CPS by the use of other
information—primarily information contained in computer tape
files. The latter included the 1964 IRS Tax Model of Individual
Returns (TM), the 1963 IRS Taxpayer Compliance Measurement
Program (TCMP), and the Federal Reserve Board's 1962 Survey of
Financial Characteristics of Consumers (SFCC). Use was also made
of tabulations from the 1960-6 1BLS Consumer Expenditure
Survey (CES), the 1966 and 1967 Surveys of Economic Oppor-
tunity of the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), the Survey
of Consumer Finances, and the IRS Statistics of Income for
various years, as well as of a few special hand tabulations from the
Social Security Administration's three-way link study for 1963.
For the purpose of explanation, it is convenient to split our
procedure into seven steps, all of which were performed using the
individual observations in the microdata files. After making certain
adjustments to the CPS file (Step 1), a record-by-record statistical
match was made between the CPS and the TM (Step 2). This step
produced corrections of several CPS income types and gave more
detailed income-type breakdowns. TM income types were then
corrected for audit by use of the TCMP (Step 3). A record-by-
record statistical match between the merged CPS-TM file and the
SFCC was then executed (Step 4), primarily to add information to
the file for use in distributing most types of inputed income. Each
money income type was then adjusted to the BEA control
aggregate (Step 5), and imputed income types were estimated and
added to the files (Step 6). Personal contributions for social
insurance were then estimated and deducted (Step 7). The final
result was a microdata file containing an estimate of FPI and its458 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
components, as well as CPS socioeconomic information, for each
observation.
Owing to limited space, it is not possible to furnish a complete
account of the procedures used. The following sections are
designed to give readers enough familiarity with the various steps
so that they will be in some position to judge the quality of the
final product.1°
Step 1: Preliminary Adjustments to the CFS
The first adjustment consisted of inflating the CPS sample
weights. Since use was made only of those CPS records which
contained income information—three-quarters of the sample in the
income year 1964—records in the three-quarters sample were
reweighted so that tabulations of the income data would come up
to the CPS universe. The reweighting procedure controlled for age,
color, sex, family relationship, and farm-nonfarm residence.
The second adjustment required was the allocation of income
amounts to nonrespondents to the income questions (NAs). The
original Census allocation procedure had assigned to NAs only a
total for unearned income, rather than for the four components,
or "boxes," separately (Social Security benefits, property income,
unemployment compensation and public assistance, and all other
money income); and for the earnings allocation had resulted in
too many inconsistencies between earnings amounts and work
experience for individual records. We, therefore, redid the Census
allocation, assigning to NAs (for the particular income types on
which they were NA) the income amounts of a respondent
10Inparticular, we have omitted a discussion of the techniques used to
adjust for the different weighting schemes in the files that were statistically
matched in Steps 2 and 4, and in reassembling the file into family units after
matching. In addition, the rationale underlying the procedures used at a
number of points has not fully been developed. A more complete discussion,
particularly of Steps 2, 3, and 4, is given in E. C. Budd, "The Creation of a
Microdata File for Estimating the Size Distribution of Income," The Rei'iew
of Income and Wealth (December 1971): 317-33. Step 2 is compared with
the methods used in the Brookings match of the SEO and TM files for 1966
in E. C. Budd, "Comments," Annals of Economic and Social Measurement 1
(July 1972): 349-54. All the steps are described in more detail in E. C Budd,
D. B. Radner, and J. C. Hinrichs, "Size Distribution of Family Personal
Income: Methodology and Estimates for 1964," Bureau of Economic Anal-
ysis Staff Paper No. 21, June 1973.BEA and CPS Size Distributions459
selected at random within approximately 1 ,500 narrowly specified
cells. The latter were defined on the basis of family status, age,
color, sex, and work experience last year, producing a matrix
considerably more detailed than that used by the Bureau of the
Census.
The primary effect of the latter adjustment was to improve the
consistency between the socioeconomic characteristics of NAs and
the incomes assigned to them. As can be seen by comparing the
first two columns in Table 7 and the first two lines in Table 8,
Step I had relatively little effect on the size distribution. The
effect 'is most noticeable at the top (where the Bureau of the
Census had an inordinate number of high income NAs), with the
share of the top 1 percent being reduced by over 4 percent (.26
percentage points). The mean income of consumer units was
actually reduced by $33 in this step.
Step 2. CPS-TM Match
The next step involved the establishment of a link between the
CPS and the tax return data on a record-by-record basis. Since the
option of an exact match—finding the exact returns filed by the
individual units in the CPS file—was not open to us, we developed
methods for statistically matching the CPS with a tax-return file,
using for the latter the IRS's Tax Model, a 95,000 return
subsample of the Statistics of Income file. Rather than locating the
return the individual in the CPS actually filed in real life, the trick
was to find among the returns in the TM a return similar to the
one the person would be expected to have filed, the selection
being based on information common to both the CPS and the
tax-return data. Unlike the Brookings Match, however, a con-
straint was imposed that each return be used once and only once,
so that the CPS file would represent exactly the tax-return
universe after matching.11
In contrast to the wealth of socioeconomic information in the
CPS, the amount on the tax return is, unfortunately, quite limited.
Considerable reliance, therefore, had to be placed on the size and
11Amore precise statement of this constraint would have to take
account of the necessity for splitting matched records to allow for the
different weighting schemes in the two files to be matched. See Budd,
"Creation of a Microdata File," pp. 322-27, and Annals of Economic and
Social Measurement 1 (July 1 972):3 50-Si.460 EdwardC. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
presence of income types in the two files, with wages and salaries,
self-employment income, and property income being used as
linking variables betweeen the two data sources.
The records in the two files were first separated into six groups,
based on the analogy between family status in the CPS and marital
status of taxpayer in the TM, and the use of taxpayer exemptions
to determine whether the taxpayer (or spouse) was age 65 or over.
Since the initial family-status—age groups, as defined in Table 3,
were analogous rather than exact, their definitions were modified
to increase the comparability of records between the two groups,
one consideration being the number of CPS units relative to the
number of TM returns in the group, another being the degree of
correspondence between the relative distributions of wage and
salary income in each group in the two files. To give one example
of such modification, separate returns with one taxpayer exemp-
tion were distributed among Groups 3, 5, and 6, rather than
statistically matching them to convert them to "pseudo-joint"
returns to be used in Groups 1 and 2.
The next step was to select the nonfilers, i.e., those who were
not to be given a tax return. Since our matching technique
required that the (weighted) number of returns and the (weighted)
number of CPS units to be assigned a return had to be identical in
each of the six groups, the specification of the groups themselves
TABLE 3Initial Family-Status—Age Groups
CPS Data TM Data
A. Married couples living together
Group 1: Under age 65
Group 2: Age 65 or over
B. Other family heads
Group 3: Under age 65
Group 4: Age 65 or over
C. Other persons (i.e., other
relatives and unrelated
individuals)
Group 5: Under age 65
Group 6: Age 65 or over
Joint and separate returns
No age exemptions
One or more age exemptions
Head of household, surviving spouse,




Single returns with no dependents
No age exemption
Age exemptionBEA and CPS Size Distributions461
inthe preceding step determined the number of nonfilers in each
group (i.e., the number in the CPS minus the number of tax
returns). The actual procedure was to select those most likely to
have filed, with nonfilers being the residual. The likelihood of
filing was determined on the basis of the relationship of the CPS
income the unit reported to the legal filing requirement, or the
advantage to it of filing if not required to do so. Consideration was
given to the size of wage income, the existence of property (rent
or royalty) loss, the existence and size of self-employment income,
and the size of "taxable" income (as nearly asit could be
determined from the CPS). Space is lacking to describe the rules
used, but itis worth noting that all those who ended up as
nonfilers had CPS taxable incomes below IRS filing requirements.
Within each of the six groups, the matching of returns was
carried out on the basis of the existence and size of wage and
salary income, self-employment income, and property income. A
scheme for the determination of cells in which matching took
place and the order of matching within the cells is provided in
Table 4. Primary importance in linking was given to wage income,
since it is more consistently and more accurately reported in both
sources than is self-employment income. The units were first
ranked by size of wage income and separated into a number of
wage rank classes (a total of 15 1for all groups), with an equal
number of frequencies from the two files in each class, although
such frequencies varied from one wage class to the next. The basic
idea behind the creation of wage rank classes was that CPS units
and TM returns with approximately the same rank in the wage
distribution should be matched with each other. It should be
noted that the upper and lower dollar limits of any class in the
two files did not necessarily coincide; indeed, in some classes, the
dollar income ranges in the two files did not even overlap. This
result is consistent with the fact that wage income is more fully
reported on tax returns than in the CPS.
Self-employment income, although given a secondary role in
the match, was not put aside entirely; it would have been left out
of account in our matching procedure had we matched records
simply by their rank in the wage distribution rather than setting
up the wage rank classes described above and matching records
within those classes, the procedure actually followed. Within each
wage rank class, we separated CPS units and TM returns into four






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.BEA and CPS Size Distributions463
nonfarmself-employment income (Subclass 1), only farm self-
employment (Subclass 2), both self-employment types (Subclass
3), or neither (Subclass 4).12Abouta quarter of the records in the
first three subclasses, primarily those in wage rank classes with
moderate or large amounts of wage incàme, were matched by their
rank, when ranked from highest to lowest by size of self-employ-
ment income.
The remaining three-quarters of the records in wage rank classes
with no, or smaller amounts of, wage income were further
subdividedintoalimitednumber of additionalclasses(or
"subdivisions") based on size of self-employment income, by a
method quite similar to that used in setting up the wage rank
classes themselves. This was done to allow some role for the
existence and size of property income in the matching of those
records with self-employment income but with little or no wage
income. Within the above subdivisions of Subclasses 1, 2, and 3,
and all of Subclass 4, records were ranked by size of property
income from highest to lowest, those with no such income being
placed in random order. The records were then matched by their
rank.
One result of the matching procedure was that those CPS units
reporting property income tended to receive a tax return with a
larger property income than the amount they reported in the CPS,
and many more reporting "none" in the CPS received a tax return
with property income than the opposite case. The percent of filers
with TM property income compared with those reporting it in the
CPS was significantly increased, particularly for those age 65 and
over, as can be seen in Table 5.
From the CPS-TM merged file created by Step 2, we substituted
the TM amount of wage andsalary income, nonfarm self-
employment income, andproperty income, for those units
assigned a tax return ("filers"). The substitution also permitted us
to break down the property income total into its components:
interest, dividends, and rent. All other income types, and the
entire incomes of nonfilers, were left unchanged at their CPS
amounts in this step. The effect of these substitutions on the
income aggregates is shown in the first two columns of Table 6.
This step increased the mean income of the distribution by 8.2
12Thisdiscussion omits the step required to equalize CPS and TM
frequencies in each of the four subclasses.464Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
TABLE 5Percent With Property Income Before and After Matching the





Percent With Property Income
CPSa TM
Married couples:
(1)Under65 36,046 32 46
(2) 65 and over 3,368 54 80
Other heads: .
(3) Under 65 3,810 23 28
(4)65 and over 381 54 87
Other persons:
(5) Under 65 19,452 18 30
(6) 65 and over 2,145 57 83
All groups:
Under 65 59,308 27 40
65 and over 5,894 55 81
a Exclusive of nonfilers (those not assigned a tax return).
percent. Aggregate money income was raised from the 84 percent
implicit in the original CPS to 91 percent of the BEA-TMI control.
The use of TM nonfarm self-employment income did lower the
aggregate for that income type by $5.7 billion. Nevertheless, we
felt that the tax return distribution, at least after the adjustment
for audit in Step 3, better represented the distribution of that
type. The same, unfortunately, cannot be said for the TM farm
income distribution. The TM aggregate was $2.6 billion, compared
with the CPS's $5.8 billion and a money income control of $10.8
billion (Table 12). A major problem with the tax data lies in the
reporting of loss incomes: over a third of all Schedule F returns
reported a farm loss in 1964, with aggregate losses of $2.1 billion,
compared with positive farm income of $4.7 billion. In addition,
the number of recipients was significantly lower in the tax return
data than in the CPS. It was therefore decided to use the CPS farm
income in our estimates.
The effect of Step 2 on the size distribution can be seen in
Tables 7 and 8. The number with negative incomes was increased
as a result of the larger number of business, partnership, and rent
losses in the TM. While the rest of the size distribution was shifted











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1468Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
where the number over $24,750 was increased by 56 percent.'
Inequality in the relative distribution increased from Step1to
Step 2, with the share of the top 1 percent rising by 23 percent
(1.3 percentage points) and that of the bottom quintile falling by
3 percent (largely as a result of the increase in losses and the
relative fall in the share of non filers).
Step 3: Audit Correction
The next step was to correct the TM income types fOr that part
of underreporting on tax returns which would have been elimi-
nated had each return been subject to audit. For this purpose, the
sample of about 50,000 tax returns from the 1963 audit study of
individual returns (TCMP) was used. This file contained, for each
income type, the income amount reported by the taxpayer and
the amount as corrected by the auditor. The correction factors
were developed separately for eight groups of returns: joint and all
other returns; under 65 and 65 or over; short and long form. Each
income type was adjusted independently of the others.
In choosing a correction procedure, we had two important goals.
The first was to preserve the same relationship between the size
distribution of TM income before and after audit adjustment as
existed between the before and after audit TCMP size distributions.
For example, if the size distributions of a given income type in the
TCMP before audit and TM before adjustment were the same, then
the TM distribution after adjustment for audit should be identical
to the after-audit TCMP distribution. The second was to minimize
the distortion produced by the correction procedure in the
relationships between CPS socioeconomic characteristics and the
various income types. This second goal was important because,
likethe TM, the TCMP contained very little socioeconomic
information.
The chosen procedure consisted of two parts:raising the
(nonzero) amounts reported by taxpayers and assigning positive
The size distribution data in Table 7 were tabulated in intervals, the
limits of which were defined in terms of 250 and 750 for the last three digits,
rather than 000 or 500. This was done so that the mean of any class interval
would more nearly approximate its midpoint. Since respondents in the CPS
tend to report their incomes rounded off to numbers the last three digits of
which are 000 or 500, defining the intervals in terms of the same digits tends
to produce a bunching of frequencies at the lower limit of the class interval.
This phenomenon does not characterize reporting on tax returns.BEA and CPS Size Distributions469
amounts of particular income types to some taxpayers who did
not report them. Only the first part will be described here. The
correction of dividend income may be taken as an example.
Returns containing dividend income both before and after audit in
the TCMP were first ranked from highest to lowest by size of
dividend income as reported by the taxpayer, and the aggregate
amount of dividends reported by each percentile of this distribu-
tion was determined. Next, the same returns were reranked from
highest to lowest by size of dividend income as corrected by the
auditors, and the aggregate amount of dividends after audit was
computed for each percentile. The ratio of aggregate dividends
after audit to dividends before audit, computed separately for
each percentile, provided the required correction ratios. Returns
with dividend income in the TM were then ranked by size of
dividend income fromhighestto lowest and grouped into
percentiles. The appropriate TCMP correction ratios for dividend
income were then applied to the dividend income reported by the
returnsineach percentile group. To minimize the effect of
sampling variability for some income groups, the correction ratios
were smoothed by combining percentiles into groups containing
more than one percentile. The correction of income types which
contained some negative amounts was more complex than the
technique described above, although the same basic procedure was
employed. The effect of the adjustment for the latter types was to
change many of the reported losses to positive amounts.
The audit correction resulted in relatively minor changes in the
distribution. The mean income was increased by $111 or1 .6
percent; aggregate income was increased from 91 percent to 92.3
percent of the TMI control. Most of the $6.5billionincrease in
income was in business and partnership income, although rent
experienced a substantial percentage increase. As can be seen from
Table 7, the largest effect was on the loss group. In terms of the
relative distribution in Table 8, the reduction in the loss group was
reflected in a 5.5 percent increase in the share of the bottom
quintile, from 3.29 to 3.47 percent.
Looking at Steps 2 and 3 together, as the effect of substituting
audited tax returns for CPS reported amounts for wages and
salaries, nonfarm self-employment income, and property income
of filers, the net effect was to leave the share of the bottom two
quintiles of the relative distribution unchanged and to increase the
share of the top 5 percent (mostly the top1percent) at the470 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
expense of the middle group (ranging from the forty-first to the
ninety-fifth percentile). The mean dollar income of the topI
percent was raised by over 36 percent; relative to the mean income
of the distribution as a whole, it was raised by 24 percent.
Step 4: SFCC Mate/i
The final merging operationinthe methodology was the
statistical match of our matched CPS-TM file with the Survey of
Financial Characteristics of Consumers, a sample for income year
1962 of 2,557consumerunits stratified by income. The primary
purpose of this match was to provide information by which
income types not coveredinthe two basicfilescould be
distributed among consumer units: home ownership and equity in
owned home (to allocate imputed rent on owner-occupied dwell-
ings); checking and savings accounts (imputed interest on such
accounts); US. Savings Bonds (imputed interest on same); interest
on state and local bonds; estate and trust income; and life
surance data (imputed interest on life insurance equity).
The characteristics used for matching were those which ap-
peared to be most relevant to home and liquid-asset ownership:
dollar income level; type of consumer unit (family or unrelated
individual); age (6 age groups); color (white, nonwhite); and major
source of earnings, used only for families (wage, farm and nonfarm
self-employment, nonworker). Dollar income level rather than
relative income position was used in order to account for the rise
in real income from 1962 to 1964, since real income appeared to
be the relevant variable for home ownership. For major source of
earnings, SFCC data indicated that at any given income level, the
self-employed had larger asset holdings than wage workers, and
that the latter had larger holdings than nonworkers, with the
possible exception of the age 65 and over group. Even with this
smalllistof characteristics, some consolidation of cells was
required because of the relatively large number of empty cells,
partly a consequence of the SFCC sample design. Size of interest
income was used as the matching variable within cells, or random
order if records had no interest income.
Since no incomes were corrected or assigned in this step, there
are no distributional effects to report, and the step is not indicated
in Tables 6,7, and 8.BEA and CPS Size Distributions471
Step5: Adjustment of Money Income to BEA Control Totals
After audit adjustment, aggregate money income in ourfilewas
still $35.2billionor 7.7 percent below the TM! control—varying
from only .2 percent for wages and salaries to 54 percent for rent.
(The discrepancy for each income type can be determined by
comparing columns (3) and (5) in Table 6.) For most of the
income types, a simple ratio technique was employed to inflate
the income type to the control total. For types involving loss
incomes, the "reciprocal ratio" technique described in the next
section was used. This latter method assumes that losses were
overreported in about the same proportion as gains were under-
reported.
Several exceptions to these ratio techniques should be noted.
For rental income, in order to reduce the percent with a loss from
the30 percent shown bytaxreturnsafteraudittothe
approximately 10 percent shown by field surveys such as the
SFCC, the CES, and the SEO, a constant dollar amount was added
to each record following a reciprocal ratio blowup so that the sum
of the two adjustments equaled the difference between the actual
and the control amount. For farm income, the reported CPS
amounts were inflated by a reciprocal ratio blowup to a money
income control net of expenses on imputed farm income; those
expenses were then added to each inflated money amount.
Although estate and trust income and state and local bond
interest were included by definition in CPS property income, the
substitution of TM dividends, rent, and interest for CPS property
income for filers excluded, in effect, what little of these two types
might have originally been included in the CPS. These two types
were therefore drawn from the SFCC part of the merged file and
adjusted to control totals by a simple ratio technique. While
royalty income by definition was included in CPS "all other
money income," it seems unlikely that much of it was actually
reported. The royalty income amounts in the TM were used
instead, a reciprocal ratio technique being employed to inflate
them to the control.
The CPS amounts of unemployment compensation and public
assistance (type 6 income) were brought up tocontrol by
increasing the number of recipients rather than. by inflating
reported amounts, since the number reporting receipt of these
incomes types was substantially below the estimated control472Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
number of recipients. The adjustments were carried out first for
unemployment compensation, then for old age assistance, and
finally for all other assistance. While space is lacking to describe
the methods in detail, the general technique used was to divide the
file in turn into cells based on socioeconomic characteristics most
relevant to each of the three transfer types, compute the mean
amount of type 6 income in that cell for those reporting it, and
select at random a unit not reporting that type and assign it the
mean amount for the cell from which it was drawn, repeating the
process until the control total for that transfer type was met. The
probability of selection for any nonreporting unit generally varied
from cell to cell, depending on the proportion of units in the
particular cell reporting that transfer type.
Since the purpose of Step 5 was to meet the TM! control, it is
not surprising that the mean income for the distribution as a
whole was increased by $588 or 8.3 percent. As can be seen from
Table 7, the size distribution was shifted significantly upward. The
number of consumer units below $1,250, for example, was
reduced by 1 .3 million, or 22 percent; those below $3,250, by 2.1
million, or 13 percent. On the other hand, those with $24,750 or
more were increased by .3 million, or over 30 percent. The relative
distribution in Table 8 showed substantial increases in the shares
of the bottom quintile, from 3.47 to 3.93 percent, a 13 percent
increase, and the top1percent, from 7.18 percent to 7.79
percent, an increase of 10 percent. The section of the distribution
fromtheforty-firstthroughtheninety-sixthpercentiles
experienced a decline in its share.'
It is useful at this point to summarize the net effect of the steps
which adjusted the original CPS money income distribution to the
TMI controls (Steps 1 through 5). Mean income was increased by
$1 ,230 per consumer unit, or by 19 percent. All parts of the size
distribution were shifted upward. The relative share of the bottom
quintile was increased from 3.43 to 3.93 percent or by 15 percent;
that of the top 1percent, from 6.05 to 7.79 percent or by 29
percent. The second quintile and the ninety-seventh through
ninety-ninth percentiles also gained, while the share of the
forty-first through the ninety-sixth percentiles was reduced.
How would the results have been changed for the relative
distribution of all consumer units had we blown up the income
14Moredetailed income shares than those found in Table 8 are given in
Appendix A.BEA and CPS Size Distributions473
types in the original CPS to the TM! control by the use of a simple
ratio technique, or a reciprocal ratio technique for income types
containing negative amounts? This can be seen by comparing the
last line in Table 8 with line (5)forTMI. The primary effect
would have been to reduce the estimates of the shares of the
bottom quintile and the top 1 percent and raise the estimates of
shares for the intervening quantiles. The Lorenz curve derived by
employing that technique would cut from below the Lorenz curve
for our distribution of TMI; it has this property in common with
the Lorenz curve for the original CPS distribution.
Step 6: Assignment of Imputed Income
The next step was to distribute imputed income, primarily using
information from the SFCC portion of the merged file. Imputed
rent on owner-occupied nonfarm dwellings was distributed in
proportion to size of equity in owned home at a rate of just under
3 percent, derived by taking the ratio of the BEA nonfarm
imputed rent control to the aggregate amount of equity in owned
home as contained in the SFCC portion of the file. Imputed
intereston checking andsavingsaccounts was assignedin
proportion to the amount of such deposits in the SFCC, with the
assignment carried out separately for the two types of accounts.
AccruedinterestonU.S.Savings Bonds wasallocatedin
proportion to holdings of those bonds as given in the SFCC.
Imputed interest on equity in life insurance was distributed in
proportion to our estimate from the SFCC of the "cash surrender
values" of such policies. The latter were derived by computing the
ratio of reported cash surrender value to reported face value of
nonterm life insurance for six different age groups and applying
these ratios to face value of nonterm life insurance for each unit
reportingit.This method was preferable tousing the cash
surrender value actually reported in the individual record, partly
because of the greater response error in reporting cash surrender
value, and partly because so many units who reported face value
were NA on cash surrender value.
Imputed farm income, assigned on the basis of information in
the 1960-61 BLS Consumer Expenditure Survey, was allocated to
all units with farm residence, even though some of these units did
not reportthe receiptof farm self-employment income. In
addition, as noted in the preceding section, operating expenses474Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
associated with imputed income were allocated to the money
income control as a constant proportion of net imputed income
for those units reporting money farm income. The underlying
assumption was thatfarmers deductedallcash expenses in
reporting their cash incomes, without bothering to allocate such
expenses between cash and imputed income. As indicated by
evidence from the CES, the value of food and fuel consumed on
farms allocated to individual units varied directly with size of
family but was independent of family income. The amount of
imputed net rent of farm dwellings assigned to individual units, on
the other hand, varied directly with family income but was
independent of family size.
Imputed wage income was distributed by size of mean money
wages to all workers with less than $5,000 in money wages in six
groups for weeks worked, two for work status (full- or part-time),
and three for occupational groups (36 cells in all). Farm workers,
domestic servants, and several types of commercial and service
employees were the occupational groups assigned amounts.
Since imputed income is only 5percentof TMI, its inclusion
did not have a major impact on the distribution. The mean income
of consumer units was increased by about $400, and frequencies
were shifted upward in the size distribution (columns (5) and (6)
of Table 7). The most noticeable effects, at least in terms of the
percentage change in frequencies, were on the upper and lower
brackets, particularly the loss and no income groups. Similarly, in
the relative distribution in Table 8, the share of the bottom
quintile was increased by .22 percentage points or 6 percent; that
of the top 5 percent by .13 percentage points or less than 1
percent. The shares of the intervening quantiles were reduced by
small amounts. These changes can be attributed to the fact that
the lower income groups receive most of the imputed farm and
wage income, with the major share of imputed nonfarm rent and
interest accruing to those with higher incomes. These latter two
imputed income types are important to aged units as well, some of
whom, at least, are in the bottom part of the distribution.
Step 7: Family Personal Income
The estimation of personal contributions for social insurance
was the final step in deriving the distribution of FPI. They were
estimated onthebasis of statutory contribution rates andBEA and CPS Size Distributions475
information on work experience and earnings contained in the
individual records. Contributions of the self-employed were taken
virtually without change from the TM. Employee contributions to
Old-Age,Survivors,andDisabilityInsurance (OASDI) were
assigned at the legal rate of 3.625 percent up to the $4,800 limit
for workers in private jobs likely to have been covered by the
program. Since it was impossible to determine, in the case of state
and local government workers, which ones were covered by




allocated to federal employees by taking the legal contribution
rate of 6.5 percent of their wage income. Contributions to railroad
retirement insurance were assigned to railroad employees on the
basis of the rate and the income limit in effect at that time.
Since social insurance contributions were deducted to obtain
FPI, frequencies were shifted down income size brackets in going
from money plus imputed income (column (6) of Table 7) to FPI
(column (7)), the mean income of the distribution being lowered
by the mean amount of such contributions ($206 per consumer
unit, or 2.6 percent of FPI). The shares of the bottom quintile and
the top 5 percent were increased by small amounts—.05 and .38
percentage points respectively—with the shares of intervening
quantiles slightly reduced. This effect on the relative distribution
is easy to understand, since wage income is a considerably less
important income type to the upper and lower tails of the
distribution than for the middle groups, and social insurance
contributions are associated primarily with wage income. The
wage cutoff for OASDI also contributed to this effect. Again, an
intersection of the Lorenz curves for money plus imputed income
and for FPI is implied, with the latter cutting the former from
above.
In summary, our entire adjustment procedure, in going from the
original CPS distribution of consumer units by size of money
income to BEA's distribution of size of FPI, resulted in a rise in
the mean income of consumer units of close to $1,400 or over 21
percent, a substantial upward shift in the size distribution, and
significant shifts in the relative distribution in favor of the upper
and lower tails at the expense of the middle groups. The mean
income of the bottom quintile relative to that of the distribution476Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
as a whole, for example, was increased by over 22 percent; the
relative mean incomes of the top 5andthe top 1 percent were
raised by 16 and 32 percent respectively.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CPS AND BEA BY
SOCIOECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
Thissectionexaminesdifferencesbysocioeconomic
characteristic between the BEA and CPS estimates. In the interests
of brevity, the comparisons will be restricted to the mean incomes
of several subgroups of consumer units, although a complete
discussion would have to take account of differences in the shapes
of the CPS and BEA relative distributions by socioeconomic
characteristic,1as well as of a greater number of socioeconomic
groups. CPS published means will first be compared with BEA
mean amounts of TMI and FPI and the differences will be
summarized. Then,thecausesof thesedifferenceswill be
examined, along with the implications of various correction
techniques. The socioeconomic characteristics (SECs) used as
breakdowns will be age, color, sex, residence (farm and nonfarm),
and work experience. These are merely examples; others could
also have been used. In the case of families, these SECs refer to the
head of the family.
Although the reasons for the differences between the CPS and
BEA means will be analyzed later in this section, a few general
comments about these comparisons may prove useful at the
outset. Wage and salary income plays a dominant role in analyzing
differences between the BEA and CPS estimates. On the average,
the amounts of wage and salary income were increased less than
other income types in the process of adjusting from CPS to BEA
amounts. Therefore, a socioeconomic group (SEG) which received
a large proportion of its income in the form of wages and salaries
would have a relatively small differential between its CPS and BEA
mean amounts of total money income; on the other hand, one
with a large proportion of its income in nonwage income types
(e.g., transfer payments) would have a relatively large differential.
1 5 Mean incomes by socioeconomic characteristicsforfamilies and
unrelated individuals separately appear in Appendix B, along with size
distributionsandLorenzcurves of consumer units by socioeconomic
characteristics.BEA and CPS Size Distributions477
The adjustment from TM! to FPI was the net result of additions
of imputed income and subtractions of personal contributions for
socialinsurance. Groups relying primarily on earnings have
relatively large amounts of personal contributions and, therefore,
tend to have small, or even negative, adjustments from TMI to
FPI. Groups with large asset holdings receive large amounts of
imputed income, and therefore tend to have large differences
between TMI and FPI. While these factors represent tendencies
and will not be valid in every case, they should be kept in mind
when examining the differences summarized below.
The relationship between age and total income was significantly
altered by the adjustments from CPS to TMI and FPI. A
comparison of mean incomes for each of six age groups shows a
definitepattern:afterthe lowest age group, the differences
between CPS and BEA become more pronounced as age increases
(Table 9). These differences are dominated by the relatively small
correction in wage and salary income referred to above. The
increases from CPS to TML range from 8.9 percent in the 25-34
agegroup to 36.3 percent in the 65 or over age group. The large
correction in the top age group resulted from the relatively minor
role played by wage and salary income and the importance of
property income, which was significantly underreported in the
aggregate in the CPS. The relatively good reporting of OASDI
benefits kept the correction for that age group from being even
higher.
The differences by age between CPS and FPI are even more
pronounced. The increases range from 8.1 percent for the 25-34
TABLE 9Mean Incomes of Consumer Units, by Age, 1964
Age CPS
BEA
Total Money IncomeFamily P
BEA
ersonal Income
MeanRatio to CPSMeanRatio to CPS
14-24 $4,280$4,779 1.117 $4,693 1.096
25-34 6,772 7,372 1.089 7,323 1.081
35-44 7,988 9,108 1.140 9,210 1.153
45-54 8,1289,380 1.154 9,621 1.184
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age group to 46.8 percentfor the 65or over group. The
differences between the FPI and TMI correction ratios result from
the fact that the importance of imputed income increases with
age, while the importance of personal contributions for social
insurance declines. It is interesting to note that for the two age
groups under age 35, mean TMI exceeded mean FPI, implying that
for these two age groups total personal contributions for social
insurance exceeded total imputed income.
The adjustment differences by color are not as striking as those
by age. The ratio of nonwhite to white mean income fell from
.599 for CPS to .581 for TMI and .571 for FPI (Table 10). The
decline from the CPS ratio to the TMI ratio resulted primarily
from the greater importance for white units of property income,
which had a large correction factor. The decline from the TMI
ratio to the FPI ratio primarily reflected the relative concentration
of imputed income in white units and the larger role of personal
contributions for nonwhites.
Therelationshipbetweensexand income was changed
significantly. When interpreting these results, however, it should
be remembered thatthe "female" category refers to female
unrelated individuals and families headed by females, not all
female workers or income recipients. The large correction in
transfer payments, and especially in property income, which is an
important source of income for female unrelated individuals
(many of whom are aged), accounts for the substantial increase in
the ratio of female to male income, from .446 in CPS to .509for
TM! and .518 for FPI (Table 10).
The differences by residence are also large. The ratio of the
mean of units with farm residence to the mean of units with
nonfarm residence rose from .653 for CPS to .849 for TM! and
.887 for FPI (Table 10). This large increase was primarily the
result of the substantial correction to farm self-employment
income, since most, although not all, farm income is received by
farm residents. The inclusion of imputed farm income accounted
for the increase from the TMI ratio to the FPI ratio.
Work-experience groups also showed differences in adjustment.
These differences can be attributed primarily to the relative
proportion of total income accounted for by wage and salary
income or transfer payments. Units headed by nonworkers, many
of whom were retired, had the largest adjustment, 38.9 percent
from CPS to FPI (Table 11).BEA and CPS Size Distributions479
TABLE 10Mean Incomes of Consumer Units, by Color, Sex, Residence,
and Type of Unit, 1964
BEA
Total Money income






White $6,864$8,032 1.170 $8,242 1.201
Nonwhite 4,1134,663 1.134 4,708 1.145
Ratio of
nonwhite
to white .599 .581 .571
Sex:
Male $7,417$8,546 1.152 $8,741 1.179
Female 3,307 4,347 1.314 4,528 1.369
Ratio. of
female
tomale .446 .509 .518
Residence:
Nonfarm $6,707$7,740 1.154 $7,916 1.180
Farm 4,3806,570 1.500 7,023 1.603
Ratioof
farmto
nonfarm .653 .849 .887
Type of unit:
Families $7,438$8,631 1.160 $8,838 1.188
Unrelated
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Ratio to Ratio to
of Head CPS Mean CPS Mean CPS
Nonworker $3,270$4,543 1.389 $4,838 1.480
Full-time,
full-year worker 8,280 9,361 1.13 1 9,532 1.15 1
Other 4,951 5,952 1.202 6,102 1.232
All units 6,569 7,673 1.168 7,865 1.197
This large correction reflects the importance of transfer payments
and property income in the income of that group. Units headed by
full-time, full-year workers received an adjustment from CPS to
TMI of only 13.1 percent, and from CPS to FPI an adjustment of
15.1 percent.
The reasons for the differences described above must be
analyzed in more detail.' 6Inparticular, there are several possible
sources of bias in the CPS—aggregate underreporting, biases in the
relative distributions, and biases in the numbers of recipients of
specific income types—and they are likely to have differential
effects on the mean incomes of SEGs. These three types of bias
can occur in any or all specific income types, and the combination
of these specific income type biases can produce bias in the size
distribution of total income. We will be concerned primarily with
correction of the errors in individual income types, making only a
brief examination of the effects resulting from combining these
types into total income. The three sources of bias and some
possible correction techniques will be discussed in turn, followed
by a brief examination of their relationship to the BEA estimates.
As noted in an earlier section, using the aggregate amounts in
theNationalIncomeAccounts(adjustedfordefinitional
differences)asthe standard of comparison, the estimates of
aggregate income of all seven income types in the CPS are too low.
The deficiencies vary according to type of income, ranging from 2
16Theensuing discussion is restricted to money income and does not
cover the effects of differences between TMI and FPI.BEA and CPS Size Distributions481
percentfor nonfarm self-employment income'to 66 percent for
property income, as shown in Table 12. The effect of aggregate
underreporting on the mean total incomes of SEGs can be seen
most easily if we assume initially that the number of recipients of
each income type in the CPS iscorrect and that the same
correction ratioisapplied to each CPS amount of any given
income type. It is clear that under these assumptions, the relative
distribution of each income type (as measured by the Lorenz
curve) would be unchanged after correction for each SEG and for
all consumer units taken together.
If it were true that the correction ratios for all income types
were identical (say, c), then the ratio of the mean total incomes of
any pair of SEGs and the relative distribution of total income
would be unchanged after correction for underreporting. In this
case, correcting the types individually would be equivalent to
correcting total income by c, which obviously would leave the
relative positions of SEGs unchanged.
If, however, these correction ratios vary by income type (say c1
for type i), as they do in column (4) of Table 12, then the relative
positions of SEGs can be altered by the application of the c1 if the
composition of total income by income type in the unadjusted
CPSdiffersamongtheSEGs. Of course, we know that
composition does differ among SEGs, as shown in Table 13 for
CPS income. (Table 14 shows the composition of Family Personal
Income.) It is clear that SEGs which receive large proportions of
their total income in income types which have large correction
factors will be better off relative to other SEGs after correction.
The effect of the simple ratio adjustment on the mean total
income of various SEGs is shown in columns (2) and (3) of Tables
15, 16, and 17. A comparison of these means with those from the
unadjusted CPS and BEA TMI (Tables 9, 10, and 11) shows that
the simple ratio adjustment and the BEA TMI means are quite
similar, the major exceptions being farm residents and the age
groups, especially the 65 and over group. The mean for farm
residents produced by the simple ratio adjustment is significantly
lower than the BEA TMI estimate because of the special treatment
The BEA procedure for allocation of income to nonrespondents
produced a nonfarm self-employment income aggregate substantially higher
than the estimate derived using the Census procedure. The BEA aggregate was
usedin Table 12; if the Census aggregate had been used instead, the
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14-24 93.8 2.2 0.4 0.4 1.3 1.9
25-34 89.0 6.4 1.1 0.9. 1.2 1.5
35-44 81.3 12.1 1.6 1.6 0.8 2.6
45-54 81.0 10.8 1.6 3.1 0.8 2.7
55-64 74.4 12.1 1.8 5.8 0.9 5.1
65orover 36.2 8.7 1.7 14.4 2.6 36.4
Colàr:
White 76.7 10.4 1.6 4.0 0.9 6.4
Nonwhite 84.1 3.4 0.4 1.8 4.4 5.9
Sex:
Male 78.7 10.7 1.6 3.3 0.7 5.0
Female 63.9 3.5 0.8 9.0 4.2 18.5
Residence:
Farm 49.0 5.3 31.3 5.6 1.1 7.6
Nonfarm 78.3 10.2 0.3 3.8 1.1 6.3






UC&PA =UnemploymentCompensation and Public Assistance
Other =OASDI,Railroad Retirement, and CPS "all other money income"
a Using BEA weignts and allocation of income to nonrespondents.
of expenses on imputed farm income in the BEA estimates. The
differences by age groups result from one of the sources of error
inherent in the simple ratio technique: the fewer the number of
income types which arecorrectedseparately, the lower the
accuracy of the adjustment. Although Table 1 2 lists seven income
types and correction ratios, because of data problems types (4)
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TABLE 15Mean Incomes of Consumer Units by Age, 1964
with the possible exception of the 55-64 group, would be slightly
higherifthe two types were corrected independently. This
inaccuracy therefore accounts for most of the differences between
the simple ratio and BEA TMI estimates of mean incomes by age.
Next, we relaxed the assumption of an unchanged relative
distribution and tried a slightly modified form of simple inflation
to correct for underreporting. The simple ratio adjustment has the
unhappy property of increasing the absolute value of negative as
well as positive reported incomes, with a consequent increase in
reported losses. While very littleis known about the biases in
reported negative incomes, especially in the CPS, it seems unlikely
that their algebraic value would be overreported, as the simple
18Thisratio was derived by summing the two BEA amounts ($16.1
billion and $17.3 billion) and dividing that sum by the sum of the two CPS






Mean Ratioto CPS Mean Ratio to CPS
Age (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
14-24 $4,280$4,720 1.103 $4,746 1.109
25-34 6,772 7,368 1.088 7,387 1.091
35-44 7,988 8,904 1.115 8,942 1.119
45-54 8,128 9,314 1.146 9,348 1.150
55-64 6,746 8,074 1.197 8,096 1.200
65 or over 3,980 5,652 1.420 5,470 1.374
All ages 6,569 7,673 1.168 7,673 1.168
in Tables 15, 16, and 17 by using a weighted correction ratio
(1.36) applied to the sum of the two income types.'
8This
method assumes that the ratio between types (4) and (7) is the
same for all SEGs (type (4) is 60 percent of the sum of the two).
However, type (4) (OASDI and railroad retirement benefits) is
highly concentrated in the 65 and over age group, constituting
perhaps 80 percent of the sum of the two for that group. The 80
percent figure implies a weighted correction ratio of 1.23 (rather
than 1 .36) and results in a mean total income $180 lower than the
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TABLE 17Mean Income of Consumer Units, by Work Experience of Head,
1964







Mean Ratio to CPS
(2) (3)















ratioadjustment wouldimply.Inthe modified form (the
"reciprocal ratio" adjustment), in the case of income types which
could be negative, different correction ratios were applied to
positive and negative amounts. For the four (out of the seven) CPS
incometypescontainingnegativeamounts(nonfarm
self-employment, farm self-employment, property, and all other
money income), theinflated CPS amounts were derived by
applying to the negative amounts the reciprocal of the correction
factor applied to positive amounts. The following equation was
solved to obtain the factor for each income type i:
c1P1 + (1/c1) (—N1) =T1, (1)
where C1isthe correction factor applied to positive amounts, P1 is
the CPS aggregate amount of positive income, N1 is the absolute
value of the. CPS aggregate amount of negative income, andis
the BEA control aggregate.'It is interesting to note that this
method of correction will not leave the Lorenz curve of the
income type unchanged if N1 is unequal to zero. If N1 is equal to
zero (i.e., type (i)is nonnegative), then equation 1 reduces to the
following equation:
cP1 =T,,or c1 =T1/P1, (2)
1The specific form of equation 1 is somewhat arbitrary, since very little
is known about the relationship between underreporting of positive and
negative amounts.BEA and CPS Size Distributions489
andthe Lorenz curveisunchanged after correction.2° The
reciprocal ratio adjustment factors derived using equation 1are
shown in column (5) of Table 12.
Columns (4) and (5) of Tables 15 and 16 show the results of the
reciprocal ratio adjustment. These results are not significantly
different from those produced by the simple ratio adjustment,
with the exception of the 65 and over age group. The upward bias
in the simple ratio estimate for that group has already been
discussed. Since types (4) and (7) were corrected separately in the
reciprocal ratio adjustment, that bias was not present in those
estimates. These remarks apply, of course, only to differences
between the means; the size and relative distributions would show
greater differences.
Changes in the ratios of mean total incomes of SEGs can also be
produced by altering the overall relative distributions of individual
income types and of total income, although these changes would
not be expected to be as large as those produced by inflating to
control totals. This point can be illustrated by considering total
money income. Assume that there is an initial total money income
distribution (CPS) and a more accurate distribution (TM) to which
the CPS distribution will be made to conform, and that both
distributions contain the same number of recipients and the same
aggregate amount of money income. Under these assumptions, any
differences between the CPS and TM distributions must be due to
differences in the relative distributions.
The correction procedure will transform the CPS distribution
into the TM distribution. This transformation can be viewed as the
application of a correction factor to the total money income
amount for each observation in the CPS. Since the CPS and TM
relative distributions differ, it is clear that all observations in the
CPS cannot receive the same correction factor. The problem is
choosing thecorrectionfactor to be appliedto each CPS
observation, given the constraint that after correction the CPS
20Thesimple ratio correction can be represented by the following
equation:
ct(Pj —N1)=T1,or= N1).
(P1 .—N1)is merely the CPS aggregate before adjustment and therefore ct iS
the ratio of the BEA control total to the CPS reported aggregate. It is clear
that in this case the Lorenz curve is unchanged.490 EdwardC. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
distribution must be identical to the TM distribution. The choice
of these correction factors can affect the ratios between the mean
incomes of subgroups (SEGs) of the CPS distribution after
correction.
A simple example will clarify the point. Suppose we have a
universe consisting of three recipient units, with CPS and TM total
money income distributions as shown below:
CPS Unit CFS Income TM Income
A $ 2,000 $ 1,000
B 3,000 3,000
C 5,000 6,000
All units $10,000 $10,000
If we assume that each of the three CPS units constitutes a
different SEG, then it is clear that the ratios of the incomes of the
SEGs cannot remain unchanged after the CPS distribution has
been transformed into the TM. The problem of correction can be
put very simply in the context of this example: Which one of the
three TM amounts should be assigned to CPS unit A, which to B,
and which to C, given the constraint that each TM amount can be
used once and only once?
An exact match between the CPS and TM would give an
unequivocal answer to this question, for it would show, for each
CPS unit, the TM return that unit actuallyfiled. We would
therefore know the TM income amount associated with each of
the three CPS units.
If an exact match between the CPS and TM is not available,
then assumptions about the relationship between CPS and TM
total money income must be made. These assumptions should be
consistent with exact match information which exists for data
sources similar to the CPS and TM.2 'Onepossible assumption is a
random relation between CPS and TM incomes; this corresponds
to drawing TM amounts at random, without replacement. Existing
exact match information does not support this hypothesis.
A more reasonableassumptionisthattherankinthe
distribution is the same in the CPS and TM. That is, the highest
2]The1950 and 1960 Census-IRS matches and the Social Security
Administration's link study are examples of existing exact matches.BEA and CPS Size Distributions491
CPS unit (C) would be assigned the highest TM amount ($6,000),
and so on. Such a "rank ratio" procedure produces different
correction ratios for different units, as shown below, although the
rank of each unit in the distribution is not altered.
Rank Ratio
CPS UnitCPS IncomeTM Income (3) ÷ (2)
(1) (2) (3) (4)
A $2,000 $1,000 0.5
B 3,000 3,000 1.0
C 5,000 6,000 1.2
While preserving rank is a reasonable assumption in the absence of
any exact match information, the results of exact matches suggest
that ranks are changed to some extent. While there tends to be a
strong correlation in the ranks, it is substantially less than one.
One way of preserving a correlation of less than one in the ranks
is to create subsets of observations in the ranked distribution. This
may be called the "modified rank ratio" technique. Assume that
we have one hundred observations in both the CPS and TM,
ranked by size of total money income. We then create ten rank
subsets of ten observations each in each distribution. For example,
the top would consist of the ten highest amounts in the CPS and
the ten highest amounts in the TM. Then, within each of these
subsets, a TM amount would be drawn (without replacement) for
each of the ten CPS units. Using this method, rank would be
preserved only for the subset as a whole; within the subset the
relationship between CPS and TM incomes would be random. It
follows that within a given subset, the relationship between SEGs
and TM incomes would also be random. Correction ratios can
differ among rank subsets, but within any given rank subset, the
SEG to which a unit belongs does not affect the size of the TM
income assigned to it.
At thispoint,itmay be useful to relate the rank ratio
correction to the simple ratio and reciprocal ratio adjustments
which were discussed in relation to the adjustment of amounts of
aggregate income. This may be done by examining the effects of
applying each type of correction to amounts of total income.
When applied to such amounts, the simple ratio adjustment leaves
the relative distribution and the ratios of mean incomes of all492Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
SEGs unchanged. The reciprocal ratio adjustment, on the other
hand, changes the overall relative distribution slightly, although it
leaves unchanged the relative distributions of positive and negative
amounts taken separately. Using the reciprocal ratio adjustment,
the ratios of the means of SEGs will be changed to the extent that
the ratio of positive to negative aggregate total income differs
among SEGs. In contrast, the rank ratio correction changes the
relative distributions of both positive and negative amounts, as
well as the relative distribution of all amounts. The ratios of the
means of SEGs can be changed even if the ratio of positive to
negative total income is identical for all SEGs.
Correcting differences in the numbers of recipients of specific
income types can also change the relationship between mean
incomes of SEGs. Once again, we will use the CPS and TM as
examples to illustrate the point, assuming that the TM number of
recipients is more accurate. If the TM contains more recipients
(assuming that nonfilers have previously been excluded), then
some CPS units which reported zero amounts must be assigned
nonzero amounts. The choice of the particular units to receive
amounts can affect the relationships among the mean incomes of
different SEGs. When possible, the assignments are made on the
basis of outside information. If no such information is available,
the additional units in the CPS to be assigned amounts could be
chosenrandomly.Randomselectionwouldincreasethe
proportion receiving the income type by a greater percentage for a
SEG which had a low proportion initially receiving it than for a
group with a high initial proportion. If the same amounts were
assigned to units in both groups, then the mean for (all units in)
the group with the lower proportion receiving it would rise more
than the mean for the group with the higher proportion.
In the cells in the actual CPS-TM match, the TM number of
recipients of property income generally exceeded the CPS number.
As a result, a substantial number of CPS units reporting zero
property income were assigned a TM amount. By assumption, all
CPS units with zero property income in a given cell had the same
probability of being assigned a nonzero TM amount, regardless of
the SEGs to which they belonged. This could lead to changes in
the ratios of mean incomes of SEGs through differential increases
in the proportions of recipients of property income.
If such effects are not acceptable, an alternative is to constrain
the percentage increase in the proportion of recipients to be theBEA and CPS Size Distributions493
same for all relevant SEGs. Thus, if the TM shows 1 .5 times the
number of recipients shown by the CPS, the number of recipients
in each SEG after assignment would be 1.5 times the original
number. However, problems arise when the limit of 100 percent of
recipients is approached. If the TM were to show 1 .5 times the
number in the CPS and the initial proportion of recipients in a
given SEG were above two-thirds, the percentage after assignment
would have to exceed 100 percent for that SEG. If the SEGs are
defined in considerable detail, this can be a serious problem.
Correction becomes much more complex when the relationships
among different income types are taken intoaccount. One
assumptionwouldbetocorrecteachincometype
independently—an assumption made inthe simple ratio and
reciprocal ratio methods discussed above. (The rank ratio or
modified rank ratio method could also be applied to each income
type independently.) At the other extreme, all types could be
corrected jointly. One way of doing the latter for types contained
in the IRS data would be, for a given CPS unit, to replace the CPS
income amounts with amounts from the same tax return for the
relevant income types. This, indeed, is what was done in our
statistical match between the CPS and TM. Taking all the types
from the same tax return will not preserve the rank of the
recipient unit in the distribution of each income type, although it
does have the advantage of approximating the results of an exact
match by retaining a correlation among the ranks. If all types are
taken from the same return, the obvious problem is to decide how
that return should be chosen. This selection process was described
in an earlier section of this paper, and we will merely comment
here on the assumptions regarding SEGs.
SEGs played only a minor role in the choice of tax returns in
the CPS-TM match. Family status (husband-wife couple, other
family head, or other person) and age (under 65, 65 or over) were
the only SECs used directly. The assumption was that SEGs made
no difference within each of the most narrowly defined linking
classifications.In other words, given the group, wage class,
subclass, subdivision (if any), and rank of the appropriate income
type in its distribution, a unit would have the same expected TM
income regardless of the SEG to which it belonged.
Finally, we will relate briefly the major steps in the BEA
adjustment procedure to the discussion of correction techniques in
this section. All steps, of course, increased the aggregate amount494 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
ofincome.TheCPS-TMmatchcombinedelementsof
transformations into more accurate relative distributions with
changes in the numbers of recipients. As noted above, joint
correction of the income types was used in that step. The audit
correction\ was basically a rank ratio procedure, although some
changes in the numbers of recipients were also made. For most
income types, adjusting to the BEA money income controls
consisted of a reciprocal ratio adjustment, although the technique
was modified for rent and farm self-employment income. For
unemploymentcompensationandpublicassistance,the
adjustment was made entirely by increasing the number of
recipients, in most cases using the constrained assignment within
SEGs described earlier.
To summarize, we have shown in this section that correcting the
CPS for underreporting by means of either the simple or reciprocal
ratio technique produces mean total money incomes of SEGs very
similar to those obtained from the BEA adjustment procedure. We
can, therefore, conclude that correcting relative distributions and
changing the numbers of recipients of specific income types, both
of which were done in the BEA procedure, either offset each other
or had very little impact on the mean incomes of SEGs. They did,
however, affect the relative distributions of total money income of
SEGs.
COMPOSITION OF THE POOR
In this section, we will examine differences in the composition
of the poor as estimated from CPS and BEA income data, holding
the total number of poor consumer units approximately constant.
Because of the rather arbitrary nature of the Social Security
Administration (SSA)—or any other—poverty line, it seems more
appropriate to emphasize differences in the composition of a given
number of poor, produced by moving from the CPS to the BEA
distributions, rather than differences in their total numbers.2 2
Approximate estimates of changes in composition were obtained
22 Using BEA TM! and the uninflated SSA line, 5.076 million families
and3.9 19millionunrelatedindividuals would be classifiedas poor.
Preliminary estimates of changes in the total number of poor units were
presented in E. C. Budd and D. B. Radner, "The OBE Size Distribution
Series:Methods and Tentative Results for 1964," American Economic
Review, Papers and Proceedings (May 1969):445-46.BEA and CPS Size Distributions495
by raising the revised 1964 SSA poverty lines by 19 percent (Table
18)—a figure which represents the percent by which the BEA total
moneyincomecontrolexceedstheCPS money income
amount—and recomputing the number of poor units on the basis
of their BEA money incomes.23 Simply recomputing the number
of units without at the same time adjusting the poverty lines
would fail to allow for the fact that the poverty income cutoffs
themselves cannot .be determined independently of the adequacy
of income reporting.
We have confined our calculations to total money income (TMI)
rather than using family personal income (FPI), since employing a
different income concept would clearly require some recasting of
the definition of the poor and the corresponding poverty cutoffs.
For example, the poverty lines as defined by the SSA contain a
differential between farm and nonfarm residents, reflecting, in
part, the receipt of imputed farm income by the former. Since
nonmoney farm income is included in family personal income, the
23Therevised uninflated poverty lines were derived from the U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Current Population Reports, Series P-23, No. 28, August 12.
1969, "Revision in Poverty Statistics, 1959 to 1968," Table C; and Mollie
Orshansky, "Counting the Poor: Another Look at the Poverty Profile," Social
Security Bulletin 28 (January 1965), Table E.




Male Female Male Female
1 member
Under 65 1,990 1,840 1,692 1,564
65 or over 1,785 1,767 1,517 1,502
2 members
Head under 65 2,492 2,383 2,118 2,026
Head 65 or over 2,232 2,227 1,897 1,893
3 members 2,962 2,836 2,518 2,409
4 members 3,777 3,752 3,210 3,190
5 members 4,446 4,403 3,779 3,743
6 members 4,995 4,971 4,246 4,226
7 or more members 6,153 6,032 5,230 5,127496 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
SSA nonfarm-farm differential would no longer be valid. Similar
arguments can be applied to other imputed income types. In
studying changes in the composition of the poor, therefore, we
believe that itis more meaningful to base the comparisons on
money income rather than on family personal income and to
confine our adjustment of the SSA lines to the underreporting of
money income.
Raising each of the 36 poverty lines by 19 percent and using
BEA TM! did not, in fact, leave the number of poor consumer
units unchanged. The number declined from 12.2 million, using
the SSA lines and CPS incomes, to 11.6 million, using the inflated
lines and BEA TMI—a fall of 5.2 percent. Thus, the relative
changes in socioeconomic groups must be measured against that
overall decline. One way of examining the changes in SEGs is to
look at changes in the percentage composition of the total number
of poor consumer units. This method is useful for large groups but
tends to hide significant changes in groups which constitute only a
small percentage of the total poor. Another method is to look at
the change in the proportion of the group who are below the
poverty line; when using this method, the overall decline of 5.2
percent must be kept in mind and used as a basis of comparison. A
third method is to examine the overall decline in terms of the
change in the number of units below the line. All three of these
techniques will be used here. Table 19 shows the number of
consumer units below the poverty line in the two cases for various
SEGs.
The most significant change in the four classifications shown in
Table 19 occurred in the farm residence group. The number of
poor units in that group fell 29.6 percent, from 10.4 percent to
7.7 percent of total poor units. This decline was a direct result of
the large difference in total farm money income in the two
estimates. Unrelated individuals showed a much sharper decline
thanfamilies,10.4 percent as opposed to1.5 percent. This
difference was primarily the result of the large role of unearned
income types in the total income of unrelated individuals relative
to families. For the same reason, units headed by nonworkers
showed a greater decline than those headed by workers—8.3
percent as compared to 2.4 percent. The smallest difference in the
categories shown in Table 19 occurred in the white-nonwhite
breakdown. Units headed by whites fell 5.6 percent, while those































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.502 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
of the four categories in which the group with a higher proportion
of its units classified as poor had a relative increase in the number
of poor; nonworkers, farm residents, and unrelated individuals all
showedrelativedeclines.However,thischangeinthe
white-nonwhite ratio was extremely small and not significantly
different from zero, although it can be said that, in contrast to the
other three groups mentioned above, there was no decline in the
nonwhite share of the total poor. These changes in different
groups can, of course, be closely related. For example, since many
unrelated individuals are nonworkers, it is not surprising that both
groups experienced similar declines.
Changes in the composition of the
socioeconomic breakdowns are presented
age distribution of poor families, based
showed a shift away from the older
experience groups for families showed a
relationships among the groups. The n
headed by a full-time, full-year worker in
other families, including those headed by a nonworker, declined.
Roughly the same pattern was observed for unrelated individuals,
although for that group the number of full-time, full-year working
poor did declineslightly. This shifttowardfully employed
workers can be explained by the relatively small correction factors
applied to wage and salary income, which is, of course, the
dominant income source for such workers (and their families).
Looking at the family-size breakdown, there was a shift in the
number of poor from smaller families (four persons or less) to
larger ones (five or more).
The changes by family type, color, and sex are of particular
interest. Although the number of poor families as a whole declined
by 1.5 percent, the number of families headed by a husband-wife
couple rose 4.0 percent. This increase was characteristic of both
white families, which rose 4.6 percent, and nonwhite families,
which rose 2.3 percent. In contrast, families not headed by a
husband-wife couple ("other families") fell14.9 percent—17.4
percent for whites, and 10.3 percent for nonwhites. This large
decline is related to the importance of transfer payments as an
income source for those families. The changes in "other families"
by color and sex are also worth noting. "Other families" headed
by white males fell by 29.6 percent, while those headed by white
females fell only 15.7 percent. However, the estimates for white
poor for more detailed
in Tables 20 and 21. The
on the age of the head,
age groups. The work-
significant change in the.
umber of poor families
creased slightly, while allBEA and CPS Size Distributions503
males are subject to a large degree of error due to the small
number of poor units involved. The same caution is appropriate
when interpreting the change in "other families" headed by
nonwhite males, which showed a rise of 1.3 percent. Nonwhite
females, a larger group, showed an 11 .3 percent fall.
For unrelated individuals, the four color-sex groups all showed
declines. Keeping in mind the10.4 percent decline forall
unrelated individuals, whites fell 11 .3 percent, with males falling
9.0 percent and females, 12.1 percent. Nonwhites, on the other
hand, declined only 6.3 percent, with males falling 5.5 percent and
females, 6.9 percent.
These comparisons are perhaps sufficient to show that the
composition of the poor—by whatever standards their overall
number is determined—is dependent on the pattern of income
underreporting in the data source used, as well as on the shapes of
the distributions of the various income types themselves. Those
whose primary source of income iswages andsalaries, for
example, evidence a relative rise in numbers; those relying more
heavily on such types as farm income, property income, and
transfer payments experience a.relative decline in the number of
poor units.504EdwardC. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
APPENDIX A
TABLE A.!Size Distributions of Total Income of Families, 1964
(thousandsof families)
Size of
Total Income (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Loss 165 175 240 188 133 125
Zero 205 206 217 216 129 60
$1-$l,249 1,854 1,879 1,560 1,490 1,015 854
1,250-3,249 7,317 7,336 6,675 6,508 5,609 5,279
3,250- 5,74910,81210,767 10,151 10,100 9,91310,140
5,750- 8,24911,366 11,447 11,056 11,03711,122 10,979
8,250-10,249 6,585 6,5556,868 6,937 7,167 7,279
10,250-15,749 7,075 7,044 7,902 8,070 8,787 8,886
15,750-24,749 1,855 1,817 2,225 2,304 2,735 2,917
24,750-49,749 470 480 729 760 942 1,001
49,750-98,749 43 54 133 143 192 218







Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal IncomeBEA and CPS Size Distributions505
TABLE A.2Size Distributions of Total Income of Unrelated Individuals,
1964
(thousands of unrelated individuals)
Size of
TotalIncome (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Loss 25 27 46 37 28 34
Zero 602 610 610 610 517 192
$l-$1,249 3,681 3,681 3,133 3,105 2,555 2,448
1,250- 3,249 3,619 3,563 3,696 3,676 3,754 4,041
3,250- 5,749 2,391 2,468 2,533 2,555 2,806 2,981
5,750- 8,249 1,162 1,134 1,334 1,343 1,378 1,250
8,250-10,249 269 267 361 372 485 496
10,250-15,749 174 185 226 237 353 425
15,750-24,749 92 81 79 81 89 97
24,750-49,749 32 33 27 28 75 74
49,750-98,749, 2 2 8 9 14 15
98,750 or over 8 5 3 3 4 4






Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
S. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal Income506Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
TABLE A.3Income Shares of Families, 1964
(percent of aggregate income)
Percentiles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1- 20 5.13 5.09 4.87 5.09 5.61 5.83
21- 40 12.01 12.04 11.82 11.83 11.9611.84
41- 60 17.69 17.74 17.39 17.32 16.97 16.73
61- 80 24.0124.04234423.3022.7222.48
81- 90 15.56 15.63 15.29 15.2014.88 14.78
91- 95 9.66 9.69 9.61 9.57 9.47 9.51
96-100 15.94 15.77 17.58 17.69 18.39 18.83




1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal Income
TABLE A.4Income Shares of Unrelated Individuals,1964
of aggregate income)
Percentiles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1- 20 2.45 2.46 2.40 2.53 2.82 3.19
21- 40 7.13 7.22 7.35 7.31 7.45 7.99
41- 60 12.80 13.03 13.87 13.89 13.85 14.00
61- 80 24.4624.9524.7024.6523.4922.86
81- 90 18.37 18.54 18.25 18.1517.10 16.57
91- 95 11.99 12.12 11.67 11.61 11.21 11.23.
96-100 22.80 21.68 21.7521.86 24.08 24.16
100 9.24 8.15 8.87 8.96 11.12 11.14
NOTE:
Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal IncomeBEA. and CPS Size Distributions507
TABLE A.5Detailed Income Shares of Consumer Units, 1964
(percent of aggregate income)
Percentiles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1-5 0.10 0.09—0.08 0.06 0.21 0.27
6- 10 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.75 0.83 0.90
11- 15 1.08 1.08 1.10 1.11 1.23 1.32
16- 20 1.51 1.50 1.53 1.55 1.66 1.71
21- 25 1.91 1.92 1.95 1.96 2.08 2.12
26- 30 2.36 2.37 2.38 2.39 2.47 2.48
31- 35 2.83 2.83 2:79 2.80 2.87 2.83
36- 40 3.25 3.28 3.21 3.22 3.25 3.20
41- 45 3.71 3.72 3.64 3.63 3.61 3.57
46- 50 4.10 4.12 4.06 4.05 3.99 3.93
51- 55 4.54 4.55 4.47 4.45 4.36 4.28
56- 60 4.95 4.98 4.89 4.86 4.74 4.66
61- 65 5.42 5.43 5.31 5.29 5.16 5.10.
66- 70 5.90 5.91 5.77 5.74 5.60 5.54
71- 75 6.41 6.42 6.28 6.25 6.08 6.01
76- 80 7.07 7.09 6.88 6.84 6.64 6.57
81- 85 7.79 7.81 7.59 7.55 7.34 7.29
86- 90 8.77 8.81 8.59 8.54 8.32 8.26
91- 95 10.34 10.39 10.23 10.19 10.01 10.00
96-100 17.22 16.96 18.67 18.77 19.55 19.96
96 2.39 2.39 2.39 2.39 2.37 2.40
97 2.57 2.58 2.60 2.59 2.61 2.64
98 2.87 2.87 2.94 2.95 3.01 3.03
99 3.34 3.33 3.64 3.66 3.77 3.88
100 6.05 5.79 7.10 7.18 7.79 8.01
NOTE:
Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5.BEATotal Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal Income508Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
TABLE A.6Detailed Income Shares of Families, 1964
(percent of aggregate income)
Percentiles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1-5 0.36 0.34 0.15 0.31 0.50 0.58
6- 10 1.15 1.14 1.13 1.15 1.27 1.34
11- 15 1.60 1.59 1.58 1.61 1.73 1.77
16- 20 2.02 2.02 2.01 2.02 2.11 2.14
21- 25 2.42 2.42 2.39 2.40 2.49 2.47
26- 30 2.82 2.83 2.78 2.79 2.84 2.81
31- 35 3.22 3.23 3.15 3.15 3.16 3.13
36- 40 3.55 3.56 3.50 3.49 3.47 3.43
41- 45 3.92 3.93 3.85 3.84 3.78 3.72
46- 50 4.23 4.26 4.18 4.16 4.08 4.01
51- 55 4.61 4.61 4.51 4.49 4.39 4.33
56- 60 4.93 4.94 4.85 4.83 4.72 4.67
61- 65 5.32 5.33 5.22 5.19 5.06 5.01
66- 70 5.73 5.73 5.61 5.58 5.45 5.37
71- 75 6.22 6.23 6.05 6.01 5.86 5.79
76- 80 6.74 6.75 6.56 6.52 6.35 6.31
81- 85 7.33 7.36 7.20 7.16 6.99 6.94
86- 90 8.23 8.27 8.09 8.04 7.89 7.84
91- 95 9.66 9.69 9.61 9.57 9.47 9.51
96-100 15.94 15.77 17.58 17.69 18.39 18.83
96 2.21 2.22 2.24 2.24 2.24 2.27
97 2.39 2.40 2.45 2.46 2.48 2.50
98 2.66 2.68 2.80 2.79 2.85 2.89
99 3.09 3.09 3.46 3.50 3.57 3.70
100 5.59 5.38 6.63 6.70 7.25 7.47
NOTE:
Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weigjits
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal IncomeBEA and CPS Size Distributions509
TABLE A.7Detailed Income Shares of Unrelated Individuals, 1964
(percent of aggregate income)
Percentiles (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
1-5 —0.13 —0.15 —0.31 —0.20—0.08—0.02
6- 10 0.40 0.43 0.46 0.48 0.63 0.74
11- 15 0.94 0.94 0.99 0.99 1.02 1.12
16- 20 1.24 1.24 1.26 1.26 1.25 1.35
21- 25 1.45 1.47 1.48 1.46 1.46 1.57
26- 30 1.66 1.69 1.69 1.69 1.71 1.84
31- 35 1.89 1.90 1.94 1.93 1.96 2.13
36- 40 2.13 2.16 2.24 2.23 2.32 2.45
41- 45 2.46 2.51 2.64 2.64 2.72 2.82
46- 50 2.94 2.99 3.17 3.17 3.16 3.22
51- 55 3.41 3.46 3.74 3.75 3.69 3.71
56- 60 3.99 4.07 4.32 4.33 4.28 4.25
61- 65 4.76 4.88 4.99 5.00 4.89 4.81
66- 70 5.63 5.77 5.75 5.75 5.52 5.38
71- 75 6.57 6.68 6.54 6.52 6.15 5.98
76- 80 7.50 7.62 7.42 7.38 6.93 6.69
81- 85 8.49 8.59 8.49 8.43 7.90 7.65
86- 90 9.88 9.95 9.77 9.72 9.20 8.92
91- 95 11.99 12.12 11.67 11.61 11.21 11.23
96-100 22.8021.68 21.7521.8624.0824.16
96 2.73 2.76 2.68 2.68 2.63 2.67
97 3.01 3.07 2.92 2.91 2.88 2.91
98 3.41 3.43 3.25 3.26 3.30 3.29
99 4.41 4.27 4.03 4.05 4.15 4.15
100 9.24 8.15 8.87 8.96 11.1211.14
NOTE:
Columns:1. CPS, Census allocation and BEA weights
2. CPS, BEA allocation
3. CPS-TM Match
4. CPS-TM Match, after audit
5. BEA Total Money Income
6. BEA Family Personal Income510 Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner
APPENDIX B
The CPS sizedistributions and mean amounts in Tables
B.7-B.21are based upon CPS income with BEA allocation of
incometononrespondents. Thereforethese means are not
consistent with those in Tables B.1-B.6 which incorporate the
Census allocation to nonrespondents.





Ratio to Ratio to
Age CPS Mean CPS Mean CPS
14-24 $4,975 $5,575 1.121 $5,467 1.099
25-34 6,987 7,634 1.093 7,590 1.086
35-44 8,323 9,532 1.145 9,650 1.159
45-54 8,760 10,129 1.156 10,396 1.187
55-64 7,866 9,166 1.165 9,573 1.217
65 or over 5,269 6,940 1.317 7,461 1.416
All ages 7,438 8,631 1.160 8,838 1.188










14-24 $2,588$2,860 1.105 $2,826 1.092
25-34 4,855 5,035 1.037 4,936 1.017
35-44 4,783 5,058 1.057 5,011 1.048
45-54 3,938 4,388 1.114 4,461 1.133
55-64 3,373 4,222 1.252 4,401 1.305
65 or over 2,101 3,218 1.532 3,486 1.659
All ages 3,1223,874 1.241 4,006 1.283BEA and CPS Size Distributions511









Ratio to Ratio to
CPS Mean CPS Mean CPS
Color:
White $7,732$8,984 1.162$9,208 1.191
Nonwhite 4,772 5,438 1.140 5,484 1.149
Ratio, nonwhite
to white .617 .605 .596
Sex:
Male 7,7768,970 1.154 9,178 1.180
Female 4,468 5,721 1.280 5,921 1.325
Ratio, female to
male .575 .638 .645
Residence:
Nonfarm 7,6348,743 1.145 8,932 1.170
Farm 4,6707,012 1.501 7,491 1.604
Ratio, farm to
nonfarm .612 .802 .839512Edward C. Budd and Daniel B. Radner










Ratio to Ratio to
CPS Mean CPS Mean CPS
Color:
White $3,272$4,103 1.254$4,250 1.299
Nonwhite 2,205 2,421 1.098 2,463 1.117
Ratio, nonwhiteto
white .674 .590 ' .580
Sex:
Male 4,0804,595 1.126 4,671 1.145
Female 2,527 3,429 1.357 3,596 1.423
Ratio, female to
male .619 .746 .770
Residence:
Nonfarm 3,1583,906 1.237 4,036 1.278
Farm 1,983 2,838 1.431 3,071 1.549
Ratio, farm to
nonfarm .628 .727 .761BEA and CPS Size Distributions513







Ratio to Ratio to
of Head CPS Mean CPS Mean CFS
Nonworker $4,208$5,639 1.340$5,983 1.422
Full-time, full-year 8,7399,933 1.13710,121 1.158
Other 5,7626,762 1.174 6,923 1.201
All families 7,438 8,631 1.160 8,838 1.188







Ratio to Ratio to
of Head CPS Mean CPS Mean CPS
Nonworker $1,760$2,777 1.578$2,995 1.702
Full-time, full-year 5,078 5,369 1.057 5,420 1.067
Other 2,355 3,375 1.433 3,494 1.484
All unrelated
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BEI4 and CPS Size Distributions545
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BEA and CPS Size Distributions547
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BEA and CPS Size Distributions549
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BEA and CPS Size Distributions551
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CHART B.11: Lorenz Curve of AllConsumerUnits: Nonfarm Residence




BEA and CPS Size Distributions555
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CHART B.13: Lorenz Curve of All Consumer Units: Nonworker
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BEA and CPS Size Distributions557
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